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A REMOTE VIEWING EXPERIMENT:
CALIFORNIA TO RHODE ISLAND
Howard Smukler
34 subjects participated in a clairvoyance test from California to Rhode Island.
On three separate days the author positioned himself in unknown locations at
prearranged times. Across the continent three different parapsychology classes
tried to visualize where the author was. There were 6 hits of varying accuracy.

Remote viewing, a modern term for travelling clairvoyance, is defined
by parapsychologists Russell Targ and Harold Puthoff as “the ability of
experienced and inexperienced volunteers to view, by means of mental
processes, remote geographical or technical targets such as roads,
buildings and laboratory apparatus.” Although their most successful
subject is the well tested and extraordinary psychic Ingo Swann, they
have successfully tested over 20 subjects and have concluded that:
The phenomenon is not limited to short distances; electrical
shielding does not appear to degrade the quality or accuracy of
perception; most of the correct information given by subjects is of a
non-analytical nature pertaining to shape, form, color and material
rather than to function or name, suggesting that... the brain’s right
(non-verbal) hemisphere (may be involved and that) remote viewing
is probably a latent and widely perceptual ability.
Interestingly enough the use of this new term may actually enhance the
ability because it somehow more accurately explains the processes
involved; however, travelling clairvoyance, as a known phenomena, is at
least as old as the bible. One of the most famous cases of this type involves
the Swedish philosopher and scientist Emanuel Swedenborg (1688-1772)
who in his later years described a fire which occurred 300 miles from
where he was situated. The experience was significant because of the
number of witnesses who verified the account.
The London Psychical and American Psychical Societies have
reported literally hundreds of analogous spontaneous cases. Usually they
are of an emotional nature. Just to. cite one example involving great
distances, J.B. Rhine tells us about a Dr. C. who wrote to him that “while
in China she was awakened from sleep one night during the war by
hearing her mother calling her name. As she later learned, the mother in
New England was at that very time dying and asking for her daughter.”
(New World of the Mind, p.22)
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Controlled experiments in telepathy at a distance are also quite
common. In the late 1880’s Gurney, Myers and Podmore reported on one
experiment from Australia to England in Phantasms of the Living, and
during the same decade Janet and Richet described the hypnotic
suggestion of sleep telepathically induced to a particular subject from
varying distances. Warcollier and Osty stated that they were successful at
small and large distances, and at the Third Congress of Psychical
Research in 1927, Warcollier reported tests from New York to Paris in
both directions. He claimed 5 out of 15 coincidences and concluded that
the tests were successful. Upton Sinclair, in his work Mental Radio also
described ESP successes over distances of 30 miles; and Dr.
Constantinedes reported at the Fourth International Congress of
Psychical Research that the Athens Society for Psychical Research
conducted a large number of long distance telepathic experiments in
1925. These tests were from Athens to Paris, Warsaw and Vienna.
Unquestionably, the longest distance ESP experiment was conducted by
astronaut Edgar Mitchell from the moon back to the Earth. Although he
used well known psychics in transmitting ESP cards, the test was so
unsuccessful that it was statistically significant 3000 to one odds below
chance. (This is known as negative psi.)
From the Russian literature, Professor L. L. Vasiliev describes, in his
text Experiments in Distant Influence, telepathy tests performed from 20
to 4,500 meters whereby a hypnotic subject would be induced to sleep at
randomly chosen times. Psychic Discoveries Behind the Iron Curtain
also notes similar studies. There were a number of telepathy tests
performed with two subjects: Kamensky as the sender and Nikolaiev as
the receiver. On four different nights over a distance of 1,860 miles,
Kamensky was able to transmit mental pictures of chosen items to
Nikolaiev. On another occasion both these subjects’ brain waves were
monitored. A timing device was attached to Kamensky’s eyes and it
would flash a strobe. “As the light pulsed on Kamensky, pulsations
appeared in Nikolaiev’s brain activity.” (p. 30)
Targ and Puthoff’s contribution mainly lies in the use of average
subjects (beside Swann) and in replacing targets such as ESP cards or
target pictures with actual geographical locations chosen randomly from
a list of a number of possibilities. Their success rate is of vast importance
because of the need of a repeatable experiment in telepathy tests.

PROCEDURE
H.S. randomly chose three different locations in California on three
different days (the choices were, however related to where he might have
to be). Each experiment took place at 6:20 California time or 9:20
Eastern Standard Time. At the same moment in Rhode Island, and on all
3 nights, M. Seifer coordinated 3 different parapsychology classes to
“tune in where Howard was located.” M.S.also participated and did not
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know where H.S. was. The subjects were asked to draw their impressions
and later they were compared to the location and drawings that H.S.
made.

RESULTS
There were three target pictures with written impressions associated
with the three locations. See figures 1, 5 & 7. Thirty-four subjects
participated (M.S. counting as ‘three’ subjects). There were no other
duplications of subjects. Six of the pictures directly related to the target
pictures.
HITS
# of SUBJECTS % CORRECT
NIGHT
11
27.3
3
1
1
8
12.5
2
2
15
13.3
3
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Monday 2/27/78; Taxes,

Taxes, Taxes.
Sitting at desk
surrounded by
numbers.

Figure #2
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ANALYSIS
Night #1: 2127/78, 9:20 EST, 11 subjects, 3 hits.
H.S. drew Figure #1. At the time H.S. was a tax consultant. He was
situated at his office after hours in the midst of the tax season. He wrote:
Taxes, Taxes, Taxes, Sitting at desk surrounded by numbers.
Three of the drawings had remarkable similarities. See figure #2, 3, & 4.
Figure #2 looked like the best hit, however, the subject, J.E. stated that
the squares were stones, not papers. H.S. was sitting behind a pile of square
stones. One of the problems with telepathy experiments is the inherent
ambiguity of the symbolic transfer of information. A hit was recorded
beacuse of the similarity of form and the emotional similarity to being
behind a stone wall and feeling inundated by piles and piles of taxes. This
subject had claimed one unusual psychic experience a number of years
before when he had felt healing energy streaming from his hands. At that
time he claims to have given a ‘shock’ to the girl he was with.
Figure #3 had the same number of squares (six) placed in a similar
fashion, and both had a larger square circumscribing the smaller ones. It
was considered a hit in terms of similarity in form.
Figure #4, a partial hit, was included because it too had a number of
squares inscribed in a larger square. However, although the forms in
drawings #3 and #4 were similar to the target, both major themes, a house
or church, and a bus, were wrong.
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Figure #5: Wednesday 3/1/78; Inside ice skating rink. Lots of ice and space. One
or two skaters . . . one man, one woman.
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Figure #6: 1 see him sitting in a room, sitting at the end of his bed looking out the
window at this; he’s relaxed and just ate a heavy meal.

Night U2: 211/78, 9:20 EST, 8 subjects, 1 hit.
Compare figure #5, the target, with figure #6. The subject, D.L. has
had a number of psychic experiences and claims to have had unusual outof-body experiences where he ‘withdraws’ and can see himself from a
distance behind himself as from a corner of a room. This state of
dissociation occurs whenever he argues with someone. D.L. wrote ‘I see
him sitting in a room sitting at the end of his bed looking out the window
at this scene; he’s relaxed and just ate a heavy meal.’ This statement was
wrong. H.S. was at an ice-skating rink. It was ‘cold with lots of space and
one or two skaters.’ However both drawings are quite similar and both
contain a theme of water, i.e. ice and rain. This was considered a partial
hit.
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Figure #7: Thursday 3/2/78; San Francisco subway. Very sleak, technological,
fast, speeding along, looking out the window watching things speed by, looking
at control panel running the train, like airplane cockpit . . . very modern, all
aluminum, underground speeding under Oakland.

Night #3: 312/78, 9:20 EST, 15 subjects, 2 hits
H.S. wrote: ‘San Francisco subway, very sleak, technological, fast,
speeding along looking out the window watching things speed by,
looking at control panel running the train like airplane cockpit. Very
modern, all aluminum underground speeding under Oakland.’See figure
#7.
Figure #8 was drawn by M. Seifer. He had distinct impressions of‘cars
going under a tunnel.’ Note the mirror image similarity of the cars going
under the tunnel with the target. This was considered a hit.
Figure #9 had two or three ‘cars’ drawn in the same mirror angle and
the two cars at the top of the drawing (one partially obsurred by the
traffic light) have an image of ‘speeding along.’ Also, this drawing has
much ‘technological’ attributes to it. All three drawings are of the ‘bird’s
eye view’ type. This was also considered a hit.
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CONCLUSION
There was a vast difference in the 34 drawings. Very few were similar to
each other. No drawing similar to the hits occurred on any other night.
For instance cars along a road were not drawn on nights one and two, nor
were six squares inscribed in a larger sqaure drawn on nights two and
three. Hits on telepathy tests must contain some amount of subjective
grading; blind judging could have been used in these experiments to
reduce this possible criticism. However, there were striking similarities in
six out of thirty-four drawings or 17.7% Some hits were better than
others. None of the hits were correct in every respect.
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